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Drought prospects 2006 – August update
Summary

South east England has been suffering from drought since autumn 2004. This report
looks at prospects for the summer and autumn of 2006.

The environment has suffered from the dry weather in June, July and early August.
Ponds and rivers are drying up and we have seen many environmental problems,
including fish deaths and algal blooms. We are responding promptly to these
environmental incidents, carrying out fish rescues and increasing oxygen levels in water
where this is necessary. We urge people to report any environmental problems to us.

Agriculture has also been affected. We have had to introduce formal restrictions on
about 600 spray irrigation licences in eastern England. 

The picture for public water supply is relatively good. Standpipes or rota cuts are now
unlikely this year. The improved position results partly from wet weather in May, but
also reflects the success of water companies’ actions to manage their supply systems
through this difficult year. Restrictions on demand and appeals to save water have been
successful, with demand between 5% and 15% lower than at the same time last year.
Reservoir levels in south east England are dropping but are in the normal range for the
time of year.
 
Water companies are concerned about the impact of another dry winter. The winter will
start with low reservoir levels and low groundwater levels. The drought is not over, and
people and businesses should continue to save water to reduce the risk of serious
water supply problems next year.

Water companies in south east England should:

• Continue to ask people to save water this summer and autumn;
• Maintain restrictions on water use until resources have recovered fully;
• Explain to customers that the drought is not over yet;
• Keep under active review the need to implement additional restrictions on water use

allowed by drought orders – if the rest of the summer and autumn are dry, these
may still prove necessary in some places;

• Make sure that leakage is kept under control through the autumn and the winter;
• Review the need for drought permits to allow additional abstraction of water to fill

reservoirs this winter, and prepare applications in good time.

All water companies in England and Wales are preparing detailed assessments of the
possible impact of another dry winter. We will report in more detail later in the autumn.
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1 Introduction
South east England has been suffering from drought since the autumn of 2004. Two
consecutive dry winters have led to low groundwater levels and restrictions on water
use. 

We have produced two previous reports on prospects for 2006, in February and May.
This report looks at prospects for the end of the summer and early autumn.

2 State of water resources
2.1 Rainfall

May was an exceptionally wet month across England and Wales, with close to twice the
average rainfall in many places. This rain increased river flows, and caused localised
flooding in some places. Water companies were able to take advantage of this rain and
top up reservoir levels. There was so much rain that we saw groundwater levels rise in
some parts of south east England. It is very unusual to see recharge so late in the year.
This rain helped both the environment and water supplies.

June was dry, with half of average rain or less across England and Wales. July was hot
and dry, with many places having only a third of average rainfall. August started dry
across southern England and Wales, but rain swept across eastern parts of England
towards the middle of the month. Over the summer, the west has been drier than the
east, with parts of Wales and the north west having particularly low rainfall (figure 1).
Despite this, total rainfall in south east England is still similar to the serious droughts of
1933-34 and 1975-76 (figure 2).

2.2 River flow

River flows are lower than average across England and Wales. The lowest flows are in
the west and Wales, reflecting the unusually dry weather in these parts. Flows in south
east England are not as low, though still below average. Many of these rivers are fed
from groundwater and this is helping to maintain flows (figure 3).

2.3 Groundwater

The picture for groundwater is patchy. Rainfall in May means that groundwater levels in
many aquifers in Sussex and Kent remain in their normal range for the time of year.
Further north, in parts of the Thames Valley and East Anglia, groundwater levels are
low. In northern England and Wales, groundwater levels are normal or even higher than
normal in some places (figure 4).
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Figure 1 Cumulative rainfall from June to August 2006, as a percentage of the long
term average. 
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Figure 2 23-month cumulative rainfall for different drought years: Southern region

23-month cumulative rainfall for different drought years: Thames region 
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Figure 3  Average monthly river flows in England and Wales for August 2006.
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Figure 4  Groundwater levels in England and Wales at the end of August 2006.
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2.4 Reservoirs

Reservoir levels are dropping, but most are in their normal range for the time of year
and many are higher than at the same time last year (figure 5).

2.5 Agriculture

The dry summer and low river flows have reduced the volume of water available for
spray irrigation. We have had to introduce formal restrictions on about 600 spray
irrigation licences in eastern England to protect the environment. We have stopped
abstraction completely only on four licences. All of the others can still use a reduced
volume of water. We delayed formal restrictions as far as possible as a result of
excellent co-operation from farmers, who reduced their water use on a voluntary basis
through the hot, dry weather. 

For most farmers, the spray irrigation season is almost over. Some will need water to
soften the soil so that root crops can be lifted. If there is not enough rain to wet the soil,
restrictions on irrigation may affect the harvest of some crops. 

2.6 Environmental impact

The dry summer has had a serious impact on the environment. Ponds and rivers are
drying up and there have been many environmental problems, including fish stress and
deaths, algal blooms, and declines in invertebrate populations. We estimate that there
have been around 20% more incidents involving distressed fish in June and July than in
the same period last year. Rivers are silting up because of low flows and trees are
shedding their leaves earlier than normal. These environmental problems are not
confined to south east England, but are now much more widespread (figure 6).

3 Outlook for the rest of the summer and early
autumn
3.1 Water supply

We asked the water companies in south east England to give us a brief report looking
at prospects for water supply to the end of September. We are pleased to report that all
water companies provided helpful information, and that they all continue to monitor the
situation carefully. 

Overall, the picture is relatively good. Restrictions on demand and appeals to people to
save water have been successful . Water companies across the south east report that
demands are between 5 and 15% lower than at the same time last year. This appears
to be true even where there are no hosepipe restrictions, although it seems that many
people believe that they are restrictions across all of the south east. Demand is usually
highest early in the summer, so it is likely that these lower demand levels will continue
for the rest of the summer.
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Figure 5 Reservoir levels in England and Wales at the end of August 2006.
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Figure 6 Environmental impacts of drought during June and July 2006.
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Reservoir levels are reasonably healthy, with many in a better position than at the same
time last year. With low river flows, water companies expect to see reservoir levels
dropping quickly for the next six weeks or so, and many reservoirs in south east
England may fall to as low as 60% full during September. 

The reservoirs serving London are just under 80% full. This is in the normal range for
the time of year. Reservoir levels are falling and this will continue into the autumn,
depending on rainfall and river flows.

Groundwater levels will continue to fall until later in the autumn. All water companies tell
us that they should be able to manage groundwater supplies over the next few months
with no additional problems. 

All water companies have increased their leakage control activities and many tell us
that they should be below their planned leakage level for the year. Many companies
have found additional water by bringing old boreholes into use and all are operating
their systems to make as much water available as possible.

All companies report a continuing concern about prospects for next summer if this
winter is dry. Some companies are planning to apply for drought permits to help fill
reservoirs over the winter. All water companies recognise that continued low demand
will be important for the rest of the year, and they intend to maintain water saving
campaigns into the winter.

3.2 Environmental impact

Groundwater levels will not start to increase until later in the autumn. This means that
flows in many rivers and streams in south east England will remain low. If the weather is
hot and dry, we expect to see many more environmental incidents, with fish deaths and
algal blooms. Some species may suffer irreversible local population loss, though we will
not be able to evaluate the extent of this for some time.

The environmental impact of drought is not confined to south east England. If
September is warm and dry we expect to see continued low flows and further
environmental damage in many areas. 

We are stepping up our responses to environmental incidents, carrying out fish rescues
and increasing oxygen levels in water where this is necessary. We have urged people
to report any environmental problems that they see.

4 Impact of another dry winter
Water companies across south east England are concerned about the impact of
another dry winter. In areas dependent on groundwater, much depends not only on the
total winter rainfall but also the time when recharge of groundwater starts. Groundwater
levels start to rise only after the upper soil becomes wet. A dry autumn could leave the
soil dry into November. This would mean that groundwater levels would not start to rise
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until late November or even December. On the other hand, a wet start to the autumn
would mean that recharge could start early in the year.

At the Secretary of State’s water meeting in June all water companies agreed to carry
out further work on the impact of another dry winter. Water companies plan to finish this
work in early October and we will report to Ministers in time for the next water meeting.

5 Conclusions and recommendations
There is now little chance of standpipes or rota cuts in 2006. May’s rain, a significant
reduction in demand, and additional leakage control have all contributed to this
improved picture. 

River flows are low across England and Wales, and groundwater levels are falling. The
environment is suffering from the drought, with many fish deaths and algal blooms. 

Reservoir levels are falling. We may see reservoir levels continue to fall over the next
month, with some reservoirs in south east England as low as 60% full in September.
This is not a cause for particular concern this year, but the winter will start with low
groundwater levels and low reservoir levels. If this winter is also dry, water supply
systems in south east England will be at risk again next year. If the rest of this summer
and the autumn are dry, the drought could spread to other parts of England and Wales
next year. 

Water companies in south east England should:

• Continue to ask people to save water this summer – this will help companies start
the winter in the best possible position.

• Maintain current restrictions on water use until it is clear that they are no longer
needed because resources have recovered fully. For most companies this will mean
hosepipe bans will continue well into the winter.

• Continue to explain the situation to their customers. It will be particularly important to
make sure people understand that the drought is not over yet and that continued
action is necessary.

• Keep under active review the need to implement additional restrictions on water use
allowed by drought orders. If the rest of the summer and autumn are dry, it may be
necessary to implement some parts of non-essential use restrictions this year.

• Make sure that leakage is kept under control through the autumn and the winter.
Additional leaks are likely to occur as the ground swells when it becomes wet again
in the autumn. Water companies must make sure they plan for the additional work
that may occur.

• Review the need for drought permits to allow additional abstraction of water to fill
reservoirs this winter, and prepare applications in good time.

All water companies in England and Wales are preparing detailed assessments of the
possible impact of another dry winter. These will look at different scenarios of rainfall to
examine which areas are most at risk from drought next year. We will report in more
detail later in the autumn.
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